The revised methods have many advantages over earlier methods, which will become apparent as the discussion progresses. The characteristic approach, for example, imparts more general and consistent properties to the fiml discretized equations. It facilitates the generation of physically realtstic solutions even under very adverae conditions. Specifically, the positivity and smoothness of a solution can be enforced as the computations progress, which reduces or eliminates various types of oscillations, including,to some degree,sc-cal.ledray effects. This, in turn, has a beneficial effect on the convergence rate of iterative sequences. However, the revised method is not radically different from the Sn methods and codes now used, or from those explored or used in the past.
Solution by a discrete Sn (DSN) method typically involves piecing together a distribution function over a coordinate mesh in energy, direction, time, and position by means of straight-line segments, using continuous segments whenever this seems the most sensible thing to do. Based on various practical considerations, the discrete treatment has become the favored treatment for the energy variable.
In other variables, including directional or angular, The functions N are the unknowns to be determined, g,m given the other quantities. Here an index pair (g,m) refers to a beam or collection of neutrons, say, of velocity about Vg moving in the direction about Qm.
The quantity s is measured along so-called characteristic lines, that is, in the direction Clmof streaming. Equation (1.1) assumes that time t and the components of R depend parametrically on s.
The multigroup transformation is largely a transformation of the physical data (mainly crosssection data for a variety of particle-nuclei interactions) from their more natural energy-dependent form to the multigroup or transfer matrix form. When done to any precision, this is a very complex and laborious transformation. The data include the total removal cross-section Ug shown explicitly in Eq.
(1.1) and similar, more detailed data used to form the source term S . This term is the principal coug pling term in the above system of G times M equations.
For any given g, Sg generally depends on the N for that g, as well as on N for other or g,m g,m perhaps all g. Therefore, to arrive at a numerical solution in a simple way, a sequence of iterative cycles is performed. Initially, Sg is computed from given trial functions but at later stages it comes from previous iterates. Fortunately, in most practical situations, such sequences of iterates converge. Moreover, in cases of slow convergence, various means are available for the acceleration of convergence.
The solution for N in angle, space, and time is obtained by means of difference schemes. For angular components, quadrature methods are also involved.
The solution is generated mesh cell by mesh cell in the (Q,R,t) space, usually in a very particular se- Ray effects develop in certain situations as a result of the discrete ordinatea approximation in the absence of sufficient natural smoothing, for example, by particle scattering. Ray effects can be mitigated readily by increasing the order n but, unfortunately, the mitigation tends to go slowly with increasing n.
They can be effectively reduced or eliminated by introducing a fictitious source correction of total strength zero, which operates aa a smoothing agent.
In general, well-baaed, effective source corrections are very complex and are expensive in terms of computer time and storage. Also, they interfere seriously with the rate of iterative convergence. Other smoothing methods combined with a simplified fictitious source, as suggested in this report, may possibly be an answer to this occasional dilemma.
II. RECTANGULAR GEOMETRIES
For (x,y) rectangular geometry, the multigroup transport equation is given by -section, denotes the probability per unit length of travel that a given particle experiences a collision (a change in Q, a removal from the beam). The source term Sg denotes the number of particles of velocity about v being released (inserted into the beam) per g unit volume at (x,y) per unit time. Therefore, Vug Ng represents the interaction losses in a small volume V at (x,y), VS the interaction and other g gains, and V(S -Ug Ng) the net change due to all g local sources and sinks. In particular, the term Sg acts as a coupling term between the groups. It includes contributions from its own and other groups, 5) in the x and y direc- For consistency with the analytical case, the following conditions must hold for the quadrature sets (Wm, urn,Tim) . 
where the cell is defined by the coordinates x. 1-+' 'i*' 'j-%' and 'j-l-l+' and the area and volume elements by A weight P is associated with the pair, where P = 1 in the normal, small cell case, and a P subject to O < P < 1 is determined in the large cell case. The solution, as explained further in Sec. 111, depends on the difference relation Sri-typeapproximation to the flux for P = 1, that is, an approximation by means of connected straight-line segments. In the exceptional case, 0 i P < 1, the line segments are allowed to be discontinuous. The P = O case is referred to as the step scheme and the O < P < 1 case is referred to as the sloping step scheme. Equation (2.37) with P = 1 implies the diamond difference scheme,accurate to second-order terms in As. The mitigation of ray effects has two main re; suits, one highly desirable, the other undesirable but usually acceptable. The desirable result ia that the scalar flux~becomes smoother and more realistic. The undesirable result is that the angular flux generally becomes less smooth.
SOLUTION IN THE ONE-DIMENSIONAL PLANE CASE
In infinite plane (x,P) geometry the differential equation for particle transport is given by In the discrete ordinates formulation of the above, with ordinates Nm defined by
Eq. (3.1) is replaced by a system of equations. 
The derivation is by integration of Eq. (3.1) over p from -1 to 1 after multiplying the terms by $dp 3 and~dp, respectively, and by usin~in the second integration, the diffusion approximation to N(x,p). The consistency of the analytical and finite difference formulations is important for the proper convergence of the solutions with n, the order of directional approximation, and for obtaining high accuracy for relatively low n, say for n = 4, 6, and 8. The second consideration is important because convergence as n is increased tends to be slow. As seen above, consistency for plane geometry is readily established. For spherical and cylindrical geometry, however, consistency is somewhat more difficult to achieve and has a definite effect on the method of numerical solution. Equation (3.12) is solved numerically by using the weighted diamond scheme, a simple difference scheme, given by 'h#< = '1 which may also 'P)N -'Nh-%' In the modified diamond scheme (MOS), P is set to unity for small intervals and computed from a given formula for large intervals.
The use of P = 1 (the DS scheme) assumes that N b linear in x in the interval (xi_%, x. ). Physical-1+5 ly, P = 1 means that the situation may be regarded as elliptic, or mildly or moderately hyperbolic and p < 1 means that the situation is decisively hyperbolic.
The weighted diamond scheme, also called the sloping step scheme, may be given the interpretation illustrated in Fig. 3.1 . 'ne 'inds 'i--%''he pastcrossing value of N h-~' to be
and, for the discontinuity Nh_% -N~_% at \_%,
(3.31)
Note that continuity of N requires that P be unity.
Substituting Eq. ) and a given formula for P, P =P(u'). Cofltinuityof P(u') at u' = u: is assumed so that P(u~) = 1. A simplified version of the MDS method, the limit version, will be defined and discussed later.
Theorem 3.1. The solution of Eq. (3.12) by the weighted diamond scheme, using a constant P, is independent of the sourcefsink ambiguity in the equation, that is, of any equal reduction in the source and sink terms.
Here, assuming a reduction of the source by quS/o and an invariant solution, one wants that the sink term is alao reduced by quSja. for large u. Also, P can be shown to be monotonely decreasing.
For several reasons, the exponential method Is not a good method to use. Constant S in each interval is a rather crude approximation. Also, it is time consuming to compute e-u and then P from Eq.
(3.63), especially since this has to be done for every interval. Finally, the error in the method is controlled by u rather than u' which is not good because often u? << u in much of the mesh. To some degree, the same disadvantages apply to P based on high-order approximations to e-u, Pad&-type or other types. Note that in with u so that Theorem 3.1 all these cases does not apply.
P varies
The limit version of the modified diamond scheme is defined as follows. N and 'h++ are cOmputed from Eqs. (3.32) and (3.33) with P = 1. In most cases these are final values for the interval.
'Ut 'f 'h+% > (2 -f3)S/Uoccurs in the 'h+% is se; by Lh~, the limit used in 'hi% = 'hi+j'
and N is computed from N = '10 + 'Nh-% -'h+%)'u' whereupon P, if neede~can be computed P= .
*
The decay case, the teat.
(3.66) are those based on on setting 6 = 1.
It was shown earlier that f3can be relaxed to f?= $ in the decay case. l%is ia the motivation for introducing the coefficient 6, and for using 2 -@ in the growth case. In the zero fix-up scheme, a limit scheme used a greet deal in the past, 6 is set to zero. This scheme, however, is in clear violation of the physics, which probably explains why it sometimes failed to control adequately oscillatory tendencies in the numerical solutions.
A way to compare the MOS method with other methods is to examine how well exponential decay is approximated when S/0 = O (u' = u). A few approximations are listed in Table III-2. In some situations it may be useful to accept negative Sla and, as a result, also negative N h-% " In moat cases, this would occur for a few intervals, directions, and groups. This is not in any way upsetting in the MM methods. lf both 'h-% and 'la are negative in an interval, the procedure is not changed, the same formula for u' is used, etc. If one of these quantities is negative and the other positive, the only change is that u' may be larger than u, which is quite acceptable. If N from the StepScheme Ol +U
is equal to zero, one sets P = O.
Growth and decay of flux are interpreted as increase or decrease in magnitude.
In conclusion, therefore, the modified diamond The terms in a and a have the meaning of lossm+ m-% es and gains, respectively, to the mth discrete ray, or bundle of particles, in the course of streaming.
Aa a consequence of streaming, such changes can occur in a system described by curvilinear coordinates. In such streaming, the value of u associated with the ?oving particle depends on r and ia mono- which can be used to compute CYbecause a k,+ can be set to zero as seen later.
In the following, the point weights Wg m are 9 assumed to be equal. Returning to the discrete ordinates formulation, 'ne 'bservs 'hat '9.,m can be related to A~by By correlating these with the same number of independent .ver,moments~, j, k+j <n, .necanset up a system of nonlinear equations foi determining the E% aet for any n.
Because of the triangular symmetry, flmcan be written (Pl,m, Vt,k, Pm,l) where k = k -~-m + 2.
The permutation invariance combined with Eq. (6.2) implies that the 142~moment condition is satisfied.
9' 2,0= x.t,mwl.,m '1.,m L = 113. (6.5) Extension of the basic quadrature from (0,1) to (-1,1) or from one to two, fuur, or eight octants, as a given problem may require, is defined in terms of symmetry about coordinate planes with the appropriate sign changes in direction cosines. Because M changes from ti to n or from n(n + 2)/8 to n(n + 2)/4, n(n + 2)/2, or n(n + 2), respectively, the weights are renormalized so that their aum remains at unity.
The one-dimensional ESn sets may be generated independently of the two-dimensional ones. This gives us simple means for describing the steps in the construction and examining some of the mGre immediate consequences.
are selected, here w m =(~-m+l)
In the second, certain
In the first step the weighta with R determined ao that Eq. (6.10) is satisfied.
l%is is the method selected here and the one examined below. As can be seen from the data In Table VI-4 The two-dimensional ESn quadrature sets are also obtained by a three-step method as follows.
1.
The principal octant is divided into n(n + 2)/8 mesh cells of equal area located in a triangular and symmetric manner as discussed earlier.
The associated mesh points, also invariant with respect to permutation of components, can be determined from certain trigonometric equations. The mesh division is illustrated in Fig. 6 .1 for n = 16. + (R V&_+ +flm,2)2 =1.
(6.18)
The formulaa and procedure in E.Snquadrature will be discussed in more detail in a future report.
As a first test of two-dimensional quadrature, ase'ection ofmoments%,o 'scalcdatedandpresented in Table VI-5 to be compared to data in 
